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sentence expansion for the
BY ALICE BRIMHALL

girsairsmrs briSribrimhallmhallahall who works with culturally disaduantageddisadvantaged child-
ren in california demonstrated the following sentence expansion
technique at a CCH summer TESL workshop these expansion exerci-
ses should proue helpful to esl teachers as this plan could be
adapted to any age leuellevel in teaching english syntax expansioexpansion
could be limited to single wordluord modifiers or could include phra
ses and clauses it would also be useful in teaching compound
subjects and uerbsgerbs the position of determiners and modifiers
and the normal sequence of the prepositional modifiers of place
manner frequency and time

most of the children who attend very limited in both speaking and
my reading workshop have many writing standard english
learning problems among the pro-
blems

the purpose of this type of lesson
are is to help overcome some of these

1 the lack of motivation they difficulties through a manipulative
see little need for speaking reading oral exercise
or writing in standard english this kind of exercise adds a little

2 they are poor readers variety to the usual drills all child-
ren3 their sentence structure is can participate and the child is

english
BY ALICE

the following chart may prove helpful for teaching english word order in expanding

pre art art poss demon ordinansordinalsOrdinals cardinals superlative or
only I11 choice comparative

all the my this first one more
only a our that second two etc most

both an your these next several fewer

just his those last many fewest
her final few less
its half least
their

all or any of the above may further modify the noun with the addition ofaofof9

exanrpexamplesle s

although sentences like the followinffusefollowing use all of these categories usually

atatlallati1 my final jeufeufew most modernmodemnoiem dargelargedaree square red I1

just those final few moremorel olioldodd fashioned4ashioned small narrow
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elementary level
motivated through being able to move choosing sentences for expansion
word cards around himself he has A series of english books entitled
drill in reading and pronouncing the ara9raqr4l andud written composition by
controlled vocabulary the child john Hho treanor grades 3 to 6
is directed toward makingmorecommaking more com-
plex

macmillan co 1968 may offer some
and interesting sentences through help in sentence expansion

expansion and is helped in patterning
word order and intonation materials

the sentence expansion lessons small pieces of paper or cirdairdcard-
boardmust be adapted to the abilities of upon which to write words

the children the teacher must be either have two different colors of
cautious in the selection of the words paper or use two different colors
and phrases that are to be used of ink for writing the words

the few examples included in this envelopes to keep each set of words
lesson just serve as a guide the 1 give each child anenvelopeconan envelope con-

tainingexercises can be made simple or the words to be used if
complex depending on the children however the class is large just
it is better to have short drills distribute little blank pieces of paper
and often rather than to make one two different colors and let the
long lesson children write the words on the

after experimenting with one or cards sometimes this procedure is
two lessons the teacher will become best because the child reinforces
more aware of questioning and his reading of the word by writing it

word order
C PArackPACKCK

sentence patternpattenratten i dridrillsI1 Is

dualityqualityqualitzqualitl or size shape color modifying noun
characcharacteristiceristic nouns

modern large square brown brick fireplace
surprising small narrow shitewhitewhitt redwood house

happy tall round etc etc etc
overripe tiny thin
etc etc etc

a choice is made from the sect7onssections the order remainsremainstheremains the same

brick fireplaces were sold nnnediatelyimedilateimedilate ly

white mutlmuti boards were left
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also each child can keep his words words to be replaced this gives
take them home and work with them added drill in word recognition

2 teacher tells the children to example A of this lesson is a
take all the words out of the envelope simple one and can be used when a
and separate the words into two child is about on the primer level ofpiles according to their colors for reading
these example lessons the colors
pink and green will be used example I1example A

1 same as previous step 1

green words look at the apple 2 same as previous step 2
pink words big red up in the example B

tall tree green words the kitten sleeps
pink words little yellow peacefully

3 children then read the words in the cardboard box under the
aloud in the green pile then they table
read the wordswords aloud in the pink 3 the children read the words
pile teacher listens for mistakes aloud in the green pile then they
in word recorecognitiongmitionaition and pronun-
ciation

read the words aloud in the pink
ciation she gives assistance where pile teacher listens for mistakes
needed in word recognition and pronuncia-

tion4 teacher now take all the she just assists where needed
green wordwordss and make a sentence if a child has difficulty with some
that says look at the appleappie base words dont labor over it too long
sentence he will encounter the word several

the children then read the sen-
tence

more times in the lesson
and the teacher offers help 4 teacher now take all the green

when needed words and make a base sentence that
5 teacher now look in your says the kitten sleeps

pile 0off pink words and find a word the children read the sentence
that tells the size of the apple and aloud and teacher offers helpwhenhelpheip when
place that word in your sentence needed
look at thethpohp BIG apple 5 teacher now look at your

again the children read the pile of pink words and find a word
sentence aloud and the teacher assists that tells us the color of the kitten
where needed and place it in your base sentence

6 teacher now find a word the YELLOW kitten sleeps
that tells the color of the apple again the children read the sen-

tenceand place that word in your sentence aloud and the teacher assists
look at the big RED apple where needed

the children read the sentence 6 teacher now find a word
aloud teacher assists if needed that tells us HOW the kitten sleeps

and place that word in your sentence
7 teacher now find the words the yellow kitten sleeps peac-

efullythat will tell us where the apple is some children may have
and place these words in your sen-
tence peacefully the yellow kitten

sleeps if a child does have alook at the big red apple UP IN different construction for his sen-
tenceTHE TALL TREE and it is acceptable be sure to

8 teacher what word tells compliment himus the size of the tree tall do
you have TALL in the correct place the children read the sentence

each child readsthereads the completed aloud and the teacher helps where
sentence aloud teacher helps where necessary
needed 7 teacher now find a word

that will tell the size of the kitten
9 the children can put all the and place it in your sentence the

words back into the envelope or LITTLE yellow kitten sleeps peace-
fullythe teacher can callcalicail out individual
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again the children read the CONCcoidisiorconc165106165106sentence and the teacher helps where
needed

8 teacher now find words these are only two examples of
that will tell us in what the kitten what a teacher can do with sentence
sleeps and place those words in expansion later on punctuation can
your sentence be added or word substitution the
the little yellow kitten sleeps teacher can make her lesson simple

peacefully IN THE CARDBOARD or complex to meet the needs of her
BOX group after manipulating the

words the children might write the
expanded sentence and the various

9 teacher what kind of a box ways in which it can be phrased
is it cardboard do you have but it is most important that the oral
CARDBOARD in the correct place reading come first

again the children read the sen-
tence aloud and the teacher checks
word order intonation and word
recognition as she goes around

10 teacher now find the words
that tell us WHERE the box is
put those words in the sentence
the little yellow kitten sleeps
peacefully in the cardboard box
UNDER THE TABLE

the children read the sentence
aloud again teacher helps where
needed

11 teacher all of have ayou
good long sentence we call
this an expanded sentence we
started with just the green words
THE KITTEN SLEEPS and by adding
words and phrases we were able to
make this an interesting sentence
there are more ways to make this
sentence say about the same thing
see if you can rearrange some of
the words change the words around
and make the sentence say the same
thing but in a different way or order
some possible arrangements might
be

1 in the cardboard box under
the table sleeps the little yellow
kitten

2 peacefully the little yellow
kitten sleeps in the cardboard box
under the table

3 under the table in the card-
board box sleeps the little yellow
kitten

the children will read their
sentences aloud compliment them
on different arrangements

12 children can put words away
as in step 9 of example A




